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Welcome to the eighth of our monthly newsletters,

new for 2021!

(for best viewing of images, open in your browser)

As we continue to nurture and grow this professional
inquiry project, we welcome educators from across the

world to join in our dialogue, our proposals and our
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collaboration.

link to our blog

In each newsletter, we intend to share an encounter
with mathematics, introduce you to educators in our

project and share recommended resources. We would
love your suggestions as to what this newsletter can

o@er you.

Encounters with Lines
Lines are an attribute of geometric shapes and can be
generally described as straight or curved. Playing and
creating with lines can lead to the formation of
serpentine, zigzag or other types of lines. An
understanding of parallel and perpendicular lines as
well as points and line segments are mathematically
important as students begin to learn about more
sophisticated geometry and angle concepts. Where do
you notice lines in the world around you? Invite
students to investigate lines with the following
questions:

Where can you ,nd lines in your home,

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath


neighbourhood or community? Do the lines you ,nd
serve a particular function?
How are lines used in art? Can you learn about an
artist that uses di>erent types of lines in their art?
Examine a 2D or 3D shape. What lines live in that
shape?
What can you create using just lines?
What types of lines can you ,nd in the natural world?
What do you wonder? What might you investigate
next to help you understand the world around you?

Assessment questions to consider: Are students able to
create and describe a variety of lines? How do students
use mathematical language to describe a line? Are



students able to identify lines in shapes (ie. this rectangle
is composed of two long and two short straight lines)? Do
students make connections and ask questions about
lines? What connections are your students making that
might inspire further investigation and inquiry?

Spatial Reasoning Spark
This month on Twitter, the spatial reasoning “spark” we
share for students is to create puzzles with re-



purposed cereal or cracker boxes. This task focuses on
decomposing and composing 2D shapes.

Children can use a ruler to draw lines on the back of
one face of the box and cut along the lines to create
puzzle shapes or just cut more randomly to create
di@erent shapes with straight sides or curves. The
greater number of pieces created adds to the diOculty
of the puzzle. Children can use the pictures, colour and
text clues from the packaging to help them with the
puzzle. For an extra challenge, students can do the
puzzle using the reverse side (non-printed). In Canada,
we are fortunate to have all our packaging in both
oOcial languages, so French Immersion and
Francophone students can create “French” puzzles as
well.

Spatial reasoning is an essential area of mathematics
that is embedded in the big ideas and curricular
content and competencies in our BC mathematics
curriculum.





Educator ProIle
This month we feature Sharon Baatz. Sharon is a
kindergarten teacher in the Richmond School District.
She tweets at @ShBaatz



Sharon’s thoughts on the impact of our professional
collaborative inquiry project: “I feel fortunate to be part of such a



caring and inspiring community of educators. Sharing stories about math and

playful inquiry with each other through meetings, documentation of learning

journeys we experience with students, ProD sessions, publications and Twitter

helps us all stay connected to the excitement and the joy in learning.

Knowledge shared by others helps me to feel more con,dent and brave as I

step out of my comfort zone, try new things and deepen my understanding of

where math lives in our world. This group has helped me to feel more con,dent

that I will be able to recognize the math that children are uncovering when they

are given time and space to explore ideas with a variety of materials and when

exploring ideas outside in nature. I am so grateful.”

Recommended Resources
Thinking With A Line is a resource and website that
emerged from an introduction to printmaking project
with young children. In this project Cathy Weisman
Topal (one of the authors of Beautiful Stu@) examines
the di@erent ways young children create with lines and
the prompts we can provide for them. The website can
be found HERE.

follow us and share on social

https://thinkingwithaline.com/


media: #BCreggiomath
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